EIPA Educational Interpreter Performance Assessment (EIPA) Video Conference Workshops
October 11, 2014, 10:00 am-2:00 pm CST
Strategies for Handling Complex Concepts: Trying on Expansion Techniques-Frances J. Beaurivage, Manager
This video Conference will focus on the skills necessary to effectively interpret concepts by using
expansion techniques. To develop expansion Strategies, one must first work on message analysis skills;
the presenter will lead participants through message analysis exercises. Expansion Techniques will be
introduced and demonstrated. Participants will have an opportunity to practice incorporating these
strategies into their interpretations. The goal of this training is to introduce you to a variety of practice
strategies that you can incorporate as part of your professional development plan.
December 6, 2014, 10:00 am-2:00 pm CST
Making Your Interpretation Dynamic: Incorporating Classifiers-Francis J. Beaurivage, Manager
Classifiers are a feature used in ASL to describe objects or groups of objects. We will discuss a variety of
acceptable classifier hand shapes and how hand shape movements change meaning. Participants will
view several deaf adults telling a story using a variety of classifiers. Practice activities will focus on
classifiers that can be used to represent sports events, body parts, the solar system and a variety of
science concepts.
February 7, 2015, 10:00 am-200 pm CST
Language and Theory of Mind in Deaf Children: What Educational Interpreters Need to Know-Brenda Schick, PhD
The acquisition of a Theory of Mind (ToM) is an important milestone in the development of cognitive
skills, allowing children to understand that people can differ in their beliefs. ToM is important in literacy
skills, socio-pragmatic skills, and academic success. This workshop will describe ToM and causes for its
delayed acquisition in deaf Children. We will review texts and work on interpreting ToM concepts,
discuss how ToM is represented in sign language, and explore why representing classroom TOM talk is
essential.
April 11, 2015, 10:00 am-2:00 pm CST
Ethical Practices and Guiding Principles for Educational Interpreters-Barbara J. Woodhead, EIPA Rater
As employees of an educational system as members an educational team interpreters are expected to
adhere to professional standards and guidelines. This training will address best practices for providing
effective and appropriate service in the diverse demands of K-12 settings. This workshop will discuss
communication strategies when working with various members of the educational team, the
importance of understanding the teachers’ goals, the role of the educational interpreter in IEP meetings,
guidelines for maintaining professional boundaries with students, strategies for conflict resolution and
the interpreter’s obligation to adhere to state and federal laws.

